Cut Price Group Offers Affordable Skip Hire Service in
Canberra
Cut Price Group is a locally owned skip bin hire company in Canberra and has been offering cost- effective skip
hire service for over 10 years.

Queanbeyan, NSW. 25th September, 2018: Cut Price Group, a locally owned skip bin hire company in
Canberra, offers the most affordable skip hire service. The company offers a comprehensive range of
skips for hire, including 2,3,4,6 and 9 cubic meter skips and has the lowest skip hire rates in the region.
Their skips can be ordered from in and around the Canberra region and once ordered, the skip bin will
definitely be delivered on the day the customer requested it. The skips can be ordered via their online
ordering system as well as through their mobile apps.
The skip bins can be hired for 3 or 7 days or on a long term basis for renovation projects. Rob
Heidemanns, the owner of Cut Price Group says, “We know we can help you because over the years we
have assisted thousands of Canberra clients clean up their properties. We know the positive difference it
will make to your home once all of that unwanted junk is gone. ”
Cut Price Group is a locally owned and operated Canberra Skip Hire company and has been operating in this
region for over 10 years. The company is popular in Canberra and has achieved high acclaim in the
market. Sue, one of the satisfied customers at Cut Price Group, says, “Choosing any service from the
internet can be hit or miss but we certainly scored a hit with Cut Price Skips. The Cut Price service is
prompt, friendly, courteous and reliable and nothing is too much trouble for them. We have no
hesitation in recommending them to anyone needing a Trash/Pak or Skip service! ”
Cut Price Group is trusted throughout Canberra and surrounding districts and they employ local people,
use local suppliers and contribute back into the local community. The company also offers a referral
system – if anyone refers a new client to Cut Price Skips, he/she will receive a 10% Discount off the price
of the next Skip hire.
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